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Starus Photo Recovery is a professional, fast, and reliable program, that has come to save the day for photo
lovers. The application is a cost-effective tool to recover deleted or lost photos from your disk drives,

memory card or camera memory, allowing you to recover up to 64,000 photos on a single scan. A fast and
secure scan can be conducted in a matter of minutes, while a full scan can sometimes take up to an hour,

depending on the size of the drive. You can recover or restore individual, duplicate, or multiple files from a
Windows system and even from non-Windows systems. The application is compatible with a multitude of
drives, including CD and DVD drives, USB flash drives, as well as memory card readers on various digital
cameras. The application makes use of a unique, patented technology, known as Recovery Search Engine,
which enables it to immediately identify and locate your lost images on your memory drive, based on their

sizes, format and creation dates, automatically. The program will easily scan and recover the lost data, without
overwriting any other files on your drive. This capability gives you the option to choose between a fast or

thorough scan, and to choose your own desired files for recovery. Other key features of the program include a
powerful online, batch-mode recovery, which allows you to select multiple files, and scan them at once for an
instant backup. Furthermore, Starus Photo Recovery has a built-in FTP server, which allows you to transfer

recovered files to the Internet at any given moment. It offers a quick and efficient way to share your lost
photos with the world. Main features of Starus Photo Recovery: - Support both Windows and Mac OSX

versions (32-bit and 64-bit) - Single scan mode (can recover and/or restore data from FAT, NTFS, HPFS and
Ext.NTFS file systems) - Technology that can recover and recover both types of duplicate files (unique,

duplicate and identical) - Restores and restore individual files, or multiple files on one single click - Has a
robust and easy-to-use graphical user interface, that allows users to have an intuitive and easy access to the

program's functionalities - Tracks recovered and recovered files and creates detailed reports for their
subsequent use in the laboratory and/or clinical settings - Has a Batch mode which allows users to recover

and/or restore up to 64,000 photos from
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File Locker is an advanced file recovery software. It can scan and recover your files, as well as sort them
based on File Creation Date, File Size, File Name, and so on. Also, it provides you the chance to restore your

deleted files to different memory drives, including your computer’s hard drive, removable drives, or any
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external hard drive connected via USB or FireWire. You will be able to preview your recovered files, and
decide if they are worth to be recovered or not. When recovering files, you can define their location on the

computer or external drives, sort recovered files by name, file type and file size, preview your recover results,
and save recovered files on different devices, including your computer’s hard drive, other drives, or send

them to the Internet via FTP server, as well as back-up recover files with help of external hard drives,
CD/DVD, or memory drives. File Locker has the capability to restore files that were deleted during

formatting of your disk drives. Need to recover deleted or lost files on your computer? Download this
powerful file recovery utility today, as it has features that you’d hardly find any other such tools offering.

Quick Win 2000 Password Studio Quick Win Password Studio is an extremely easy-to-use software utility
that can easily retrieve your forgotten passwords and store them in a database, allowing you to quickly login

to your web sites and application installed on your computer. Advanced Password Searcher Quick Win
Password Studio is an extremely easy-to-use software utility that can easily retrieve your forgotten passwords
and store them in a database, allowing you to quickly login to your web sites and application installed on your
computer. Only You Can Help You Recover Your Lost Password Don't get used to typing in your account's
password, rather, store each account's password in the program database, allowing you to easily login to your
web sites and application after you forgot your password. Only You Can Help You Recover Your Forgotten
Password Don't get used to typing in your account's password, rather, store each account's password in the

program database, allowing you to easily login to your web sites and application after you forgot your
password. Clear All Your Forgotten Passwords at Once! No more typing in your account's password, one
click and all your saved passwords will be cleared, allowing you to login to your application or web sites.

Clear All Your Forgotten Passwords at Once 09e8f5149f
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More then just a photo recovery software for Windows; Starus Photo Recovery features a free cloud backup
system that will backup everything on your computer, create photo shopping sites, and more! Other than the
photo recovery features, Starus Photo Recovery can burn, create, label, print, and shred over 1000 other
images such as RAW, TIFF, PDF, JPEG, PSD and many more. Starus Photo Recovery is a comprehensive
program for recovering deleted or lost images from hard drive or other memory storage devices. Starus Photo
Recovery can restore even images located on hidden drives or partitions. Its intuitive interface allows you to
quickly select folders and images for recovery using a drag-and-drop interface, choose actions directly from
the context menu, recover missing photos from live CDs, and preview the images before recovery. You can
even recover lost or deleted images from email archives. When applying Starus Photo Recovery to your
computer, a comprehensive, incremental backup is made of the files and folders selected for recovery, and as
a bonus, each backup is assigned a unique image file extension. A local database and Internet mirroring
allows for rapid and on-the-fly online recovering of image files that are inaccessible, while a reliable cloud
backup provides for complete cloud-wide recovering of inaccessible photos from all your devices. If you
accidentally delete a photo, or if you lose one during drive formatting, you can use Starus Photo Recovery to
recover and restore the missing image. With the use of dedicated search parameters, you can preview each
image before recovery and decide if the image is worth to be recovered or not. Starus Photo Recovery offers
a handful of exclusive recovery parameters, such as size and date, to significantly narrow down the scanned
image results to the ones you want to recover. A built-in thumbnail viewer allows you to view the recovered
images before attempting to open them, and allows you to preview the entire image or just a part of it. Starus
Photo Recovery can recover multiple types of photos, including RAW, JPEG, TIFF, GIF, PNG, PSD, BMP,
WMF, JPG, EMF, PLAIN, RTF, EMF, TIFF, JPEG, TGA, TIF, NIFF, PCX, PIC, JPG, and RAW. The
program can scan the memory devices for designated images, or scan the entire drive or selected partitions in
case of the lost or deleted image. Using Starus Photo Recovery, you can burn the recovered images to CDs or
DVDs,

What's New In?

It has the capability to restore and save photos, that you might have accidentally deleted or lost during the
formatting of your memory drives. Of course, Starus Photo Recovery is going to convert them back to their
original formats for you. The program offers you a simple and friendly user-interface, combined with a well-
designed and high-quality scanning process. Furthermore, Starus Photo Recovery supports a variety of
methods of backup, such as local, network, and FTP. It also recovers files from several removable media,
including USB flash drives, external hard drives, digital cameras, and so on. Key Features: � The application
can save and recover photos from different types of memory media, including USB flash drives, external
hard drives, digital cameras, and more.� You can recover images from all types of local, network, and FTP
folders, such as FTP folder, network drive, FTP server, and more.� Moreover, the application can recover
images from external hard drives, digital cameras, and phones.� You can preview images before recovering
them. � You can export recovered files to several formats, including JPG, PNG, and more.� Moreover, you
can further increase the security of recovered images, by uploading them to an online FTP server, which is
easily accessible.� Starus Photo Recovery supports the ability to scan photos, by specifying the files size,
format, and other related categories.� Moreover, the program offers a file system preview, so you can
preview files prior to recovery.� A convenient recovery interface is provided, as the application offers a well-
designed and easy-to-use interface.� Starus Photo Recovery uses high-quality recovery algorithms.�
Multiple backup methods are available, such as local, network, and FTP.� The interface of this application is
intuitive and easy to use. � Starus Photo Recovery supports a multi-thread scanning method, so that you can
fully scan your storage media within a few seconds.� The application can scan and search for images using
an advanced search filter, such as according to the file name, size, creation date and so on.� It can also
perform a fast or full scan of your memory drives.� After full or fast scanning, the program offers you to
preview and select the images, you want to restore.� Starus Photo Recovery is an easy-to-use photo recovery
and restore application.� A Windows XP/Vista/7/8/8.1/10 Image Viewer is provided, allowing you to view
recovered images.� The interface of the application is very intuitive and easy
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System Requirements For Starus Photo Recovery:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10 CPU: Intel® Core™ i3/i5/i7 or AMD equivalent RAM: 4 GB
RAM GPU: NVIDIA® GeForce® GT 630/Radeon™ HD 7850/AMD Radeon™ HD 7870/Intel® HD 4000
integrated or NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 660/Radeon™ HD 7950 graphics card/AMD Radeon™ HD 7770
graphics card/NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 760/Radeon™ HD 7770 graphics card/NVIDIA® GeForce®
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